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1. Introduction. In the present paper, we shall study groups of
*-automorphisms on H-factors, using various topologies.

One of the main purposes is to attack the problem whether every
Πi-factor has outer ""-automorphisms. In [7], we proved that the sym-
metry on M®M is outer for every non-atomic factor M; therefore, it
is very plausible that every IIrfactor may have outer *-automorphisms.

Now let M be a II rfactor with the separable predual. Let C(M)
(resp. H(M) and T(M)) be the set of all central (resp. hyper-central and
trivial-central) sequences in M. If H{M) £Ξ C(M), then by McDufFs
theorem [2], M is *-isomorphic to M(x) Z7, where U is the hyperfinite
Π rf actor, so that M has outer *-automorphisms.

Among other things, we shall show that if T(M) £= C(M), then M
has outer *-automorphisms (Corollary 7).

2. Theorems. Let M be a TF*-algebra, and let A*(M) be the group
of all ^-automorphisms on M. Let B(M) be the Banach algebra of all
bounded linear operators on M and let M* be the predual of M. By
the standard theory of Banach spaces, B(M) is the dual Banach space
of M(%)rM*> where 7 is the greatest cross norm. We shall consider the
topology σ(B(M), M®rM*) on A*(M). We call this topology on A*(M)
the weak *-topology and denote it by w*.

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that a directed set (pa) of elements in
A*(M) converges to poeA*(M) in the w*-topology; then for any aeM,
(pa(a)) converges to pQ(a) in the s{M, M*)-topology.

PROOF. Let M* be the set of all normal positive linear functionals
on M; then for φeM*,

<P((pa(a) - po(a))*(Pa(a) - ρo(a))) = ψ{ρa(a*a) + /O0(α*α) - pa(a*)pQ(a)

- Pla*)pa{a))^φ(pla*a) + po(a*a) - ρ*{a*)p*{a) - p<{a*)po(a)) = 0 .

Similarly,

a(a) - Po(a))(pa(a) - po(a))*)-+O .
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This completes the proof.

Let J*(M) be the subgroup of all inner *-automorphisms on M; then
it is a normal subgroup of A*(M). Henceforward we shall assume that
M is a IIrfactor and let τ be the unique tracial state on M. Define a
scalar product ( , ) in M as follows: (α, 6) = r(6*α) (a, beM). Let 3ίfτ

be the completion of M with respect to this scalar product and denote
the norm of ^ by || ||2. For p e A*(M), τ(ρ(a)) = τ(α)(α e M) and so the
mapping a —> p(a) will define a unitary operator U(p) on 3(?v such that
U(p)a = p(ά)(a e M). Then the mapping p —> U(p) is a unitary represen-
tation of the group A*(M), when A*(ikf) is considered as a discrete group.
Since U{p)bU(p~ι)a = U{p)bp~\a) = ρ{bp~ι{a)) = p(b)a, U{p)bU{p~ι) = p(b)
(a, beM).

PROPOSITION 2. The mapping ρ—*U(ρ) of A*(M) with the w*-to-
pology into Bu($t) with the strong operator topology is homeomorphic,
where Bu(ίQτ) is the group of all unitary elements in

PROOF. Suppose that (ρa) converges to p0 in the w*-topology; then
by Proposition 1, \\pa(a) — i0o(α)||2-+O for aeM. Therefore, (U(pa)) con-
verges to U(po) strongly. Conversely suppose that (U(pa)) converges to
U(ρQ) strongly; then ((ρa(a) — po(a))b, 6) —>0 for a, beM. Since (pa(a)) is
uniformly bounded, this implies that (pa) converges to p0 in the w*-
topology. This completes the proof.

PROPOSITION 3. {U(p)\peA*(M)} is closed in Bw($τ) with respect to
the strong operator topology.

PROOF. Suppose that {U(ρa)} converges to v in B\3ίfτ)\ then
U(ρa)bU(pa1)—*vbv*(beM) (strongly), for U(ρa)-+v (strongly) implies
U{pa)* —> v* (strongly), since U(pa) and v are unitary, and the multiplica-
tion is jointly strongly continuous on bounded spheres of B(3$f^). It is
easily seen that the mapping 6 — vbv*(b e M) is an automorphism on M.
This completes the proof.

Now let A*(M)W be the w*-closure of A*(M) in B(M). It is an in-
teresting problem to investigate mappings belonging to A*(M)W. For
example, if M is asymptotically abelian, then it contains the tq-mapping
a -> τ(α)l (α e M) ([5]). Iί M is inner asymptotically abelian, then I*(M)W

contains the b]-mapping ([8]). A*(M)W may contain another important
class of mappings "into-*-isomorphisms". We shall show an example of
H-factors having this property.

EXAMPLE. Let £ίf be a Hubert space and let 2 l ( ^ ) be the canonical
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anti-commutation relation algebra (the C A R algebra) over 3$f ([3]); then
%(£έf) is a uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebra of {2, 4, 8, •}. Let u be a
unitary operator on £ίf; then u will define a *-automorphism pu of %(3ίf)
by the relation ρu(a(f)) = a(u(f)) for fe 3ίf', where /->α(/) is a linear
mapping, from ^ into SX(J^) such that {α(/), α(flf)}+ = 0, {α(/)*, α(tf)}+ =
(gr, /) for flr, fe Sίf. Now let (ww) be a sequence of unitary operators on
Sίf such that it converges strongly to an isometry v such that vv* < 1^,
and let r be the unique tracial state on %(β^). Since v is an isometry of
Sίf into S(f, it will define a "-isomorphism ρ° of SL(^) into 2 t ( ^ ) , by the
relation /θ'(α(/)) = a(v(f)) for / e ^ Since τ(a(f)*a(g))^ l/2(g, / ) ,

- p\a{f)) ||f =
(w— oo). Hence

(strongly) on ^ ? . This implies that (jθ*») converges to an into-*-isomor-
phism pv in the κ;*-topology.

PROBLEM 1. Can we conclude that A*(M)W contains "into—isomor-
phisms" for all IIrfactors Ml

If we use the strong *-operator topology, then Bu(£έfτ) is a complete
topological group, so that by Proposition 2, {U(ρ)\ρeA*(M)} is also a
complete topological group; therefore by identifying A*(ikf) with
{U(p)\pe A*(M)}, we can introduce a complete topological group struc-
ture into A*(M). We shall call this topological structure of A*(M) the
strong *-topology of A*(ikT) and is denoted by s*. It is clear that the
s*-topology is stronger than the w*-topology. If M has the separable
predual, then Bu(£έfτ) is a separable complete metric group with respect
to the strong *-operator topology; hence A*(M) is a separable complete
metric topological group.

THEOREM 4. Let M be the hyperfinite ϊlrfactor; then I*(M) is s*-
dense in A*(M).

PROOF. Take a uniformly hyperfinite C*-subalgebra 21 of M such
that 21 is σ-dense in M. For ρeA*(M), the restriction of p to 21 will
give a *-isomorphism of 21 onto ,0(21). Hence by Powers' theorem [4],
there is a unitary element u in M such that u*ρ{$i)u = 21. Now put
ρ\x) = u*p(x)u (xe%). Then p' is a ^-automorphism of 21. Suppose that
21 = the uniform closure of U~=Λ> where 2tn is a type Iin-ίactor (in < + oo),
2lwc2L+1(w = 1, 2, . . .) and leSU(w = l, 2, •••)• For SU, let {e?ifi,i =
1, 2, , i j be a matrix unit of 21/, then for ε > 0, there is an 2tm and
a finite family of elements [aiό \i, j = 1, 2, , ίw} in 2lm such that n ^
m and || ^(β?,) - aiS \\ < ε (ΐ, i = 1, 2, , in). Then there is a matrix
unit (/ϋ |i, j = 1,2, , iw) in 2tm and a positive number δ > 0 such
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that \\ρ\el) - faW < δ, where S-+0, when ε-+0 ([1]).
Let 2lm = SU (x) (a; Π &»), and let 35 be the C*-subalgebra of a gen-

erated by {fiS I i, j = 1, 2, , i j ; put a , = 35 (x) (S3' n §U and «<$) - /<y

(i, i = 1, 2, , in). Then d can be uniquely extended to a ^isomorphism,
denoted again by ζlf of 2lw onto 35. Let ζ2 be a *-isomorphism of (2ΓπΓl51TO)
onto (35' Π §lm); then & (x) ζ2 will define a *-automorphism of 2Xm onto a*.
Since 2tm is a type I-factor, every automorphism of it is inner; hence
there is a unitary element v in such that ζι (x) ζ2(x) = v*xv for xe%m.

|| ^(eς ) - v*e?yι; \\^δ (ί, i = 1, 2, , i.) .

Hence,

|| ^(βk) - uv*etjvu* || = || u*ρ{el)u - v*eiύv \\

= \\pXeW-v*e*iiv\\<S (i, i = 1, 2, , in) .

F r o m t h i s , w e c a n e a s i l y c o n c l u d e t h a t f o r al9 α2, •••, α m G 2 t ,

i n f m a x ||/θ(αy) - ζ ( α y ) | | = 0

and so we can easily conclude that for ζlf ξ2, , ξm e

infmax | | ( ^ ) - CT(Ofo|| = 0 .

This implies that there is a sequence (pn) in /*(ikf) such that
(strongly) and so U(pn)* —» U{p)* (strongly). This completes the

proof.

THEOREM 5. Suppose that M is a Ilrfactor with the separable pre-
dual and T(M) = C(M). Then the set {U(ρ)\pe I*(M)} is complete with
respect to the strong operator topology. In particular, I*(M) is com-
plete with respect to the s*-topology and I*(M) is closed in A*(M) with
respect to the w*-topology and s*-topology respectively.

PROOF. Let (ρn) be a Cauchy sequence of inner *-automorphisms on
M. Put pn(a) = un*aun(a e M), where un are unitary in M. Then,

|| utaun - utaum ||2 = || aunut - unuta ||2 = || [α, unut\ ||2 —> 0 (m, n -+ oo) .

Since T(M) = C(M), \\ unut - τ(unuZ)l ||2 — 0 (n, m — oo).

II unul - τ(unul)l ||2 = || un - τ{unut)um ||2 -> 0 (n, m -> oo) .

Since | |^Λu* ||2 = 1, \τ(unuZ) \ -+1 and so there is a double sequence of
complex numbers (μn>m) with \μn,m\ = l such that \\un - μn,mum | |2->0
(n, m-+ co). We can choose a subsequence (%) of (n) such that

Σ
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By induction, we shall define a sequence of unitary elements (Vj) in M.
Put v1 = uni; suppose that (v%) (i ^ j) are defined; then take a complex
number λ i+1(| λi+11 = 1) such that infU1=11| v5 - Xun.+11|2 = || v5 - \i+ιunj+ι ||2
and define vj+1 = Xj+1unj+1. Let j > k; then

j-k j-k

II ii Σ II || Σ II |
j-k

^ Σ II Vk+i-l - μnk + i^.nk + i^k+i-l^nk + i IIi=l

= Σ II tt*+i-l - μnk + i^,nk + iUnk + i |U —^ 0 (j,k-+ oo) .

Therefore, there is an isometry v belonging to M such that || vn — v ||2 —* 0.
Since M is finite, v is unitary. Moreover,

| | vfaVj — v*av | |2 = | | u*.aun. — v*av | |2 —* 0 (a G M) .

II ntaum - u*Λun. I|a + \\ul.aun. - v*av | | 2 -» 0 (m -> oof ^ ^ m) .

This completes the proof.

REMARK 1. This theorem implies that a sequence of inner ^auto-
morphisms on a Hi-factor M satisfying T(M) = C(M) can not approach
to an into-*-isomorphism on M in the w*-topology. In fact, suppose that
a sequence (pn) of inner ^-automorphisms on M converges to an into- *-
isomorphism p in the w*-topology; then U(p)a — p(a) (a e M) will define an
isometry of 3ίfτ into 2ίfτ. Since (U(ρn)a, b) = (pn(a), b) = τ(b*pn(a)) -> (p(a), b)
{a, b e M) and || ρn(a) \\l=(pn(a), pn(a)) = τ(pn(a*a))—>τ(p(a*a)) = τ(p(a)*p{a)) =
II P(a) \\l II U(ρn)a - U(ρ)a ||2 — 0 (n -> oo). Therefore, {U(pu)} is a Cauchy
sequence in the strong operator topology.

Next we shall show the converse of Theorem 5 to be true.

THEOREM 6. Suppose that M is a ΪLrfactor with the separable pre-
dual. If I*(M) is closed in A*(M) with respect to the s*-topology, then
T(M) - C(M).

PROOF. It is easily seen that if every central sequence of unitary
elements in M is trivial, then T(M) = C(M) ([2]). Suppose that Γ(M)
is s*-closed in A*(M). Then /*(ikf) is a separable complete metric topo-
logical group with respect to the s*-topology. Let Mu be the group of
all unitary elements in M. For u, v e Mu, we shall define a metric
d(u, v) as follows; d(u, v) = \\u — v\\2. This is equivalent to the s*-
topology on Mu, for M is finite. Hence Mu is a separable complete
metric topological group. For ueMu, define pu(a) = uau* (aeM); then
pu is an inner *-automorphism on M. Consider a group homomorphism
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Φ:u-+ pu of Mu onto I*(M). Then clearly Φ is a continuous mapping
of M* with the s*-topology onto I*{M) with the s*-topology. Hence
the kernel K of Φ is closed in Mu and so the quotient group Mu/K is
again a topological group with the second countability axiom, and the
canonical isomorphism Φ of Mu/K onto J*(ikf) defined by Φ is continuous.
Let (an) be a set of elements in Mu which is s*-dense in Mu. For an
arbitrary positive number ε, let Vε be the set of elements in Mu such
t h a t Vε = {u\ d(l, u) < e, ue Mu}. Since d{xa, ya) = \\ (x-y)a\\2=\\x-y | |2

for a,x,ye Mu, Vεan = {w \ d(an, w) < ε, we Mu}. Clearly U~=i Vtan = Mu

and so \Jn=iΦ(Vεan) = U?=i W ) 0 ( a j = J*(M). Since Γ(M) is a com-
plete metric space, it is of the second category. Hence Φ(Vεano) is not
nowhere dense for some n0. Hence the s*-closure Φ(Vε)Φ(ano) of Φ(Vε)Φ(ano)
contains an open set. Since Φ{Vε)Φ{an) = Φ(Vε)Φ(an), Φ(Vε) contains an
open set. For Vε there is a VH such that V£lV£lc. Vε. Since Vεi = F~\
Φ( Vε) Φ( Vε) contains an open set containing the unit 1. Since Φ( Vε) Φ( Vε) c
Φ(V~), Φ(Vε) contains an open set G containing the unit. Let pve G; then
there is a sequence (un) in Vε such that ρUn —> pv(s*). Therefore, |[ utaun —..
v*av ||2 —> 0 (n —> oo). Since un e Vε, \\ un — 11|2 < ε; hence for a e Mu,

|| u*aun - v*av ||2 = || (unv*)*a(unv) - a ||2 = || a(unv*) - (wnv*)α ||2 ~> 0 .

Therefore,

|| av* _ v * α ||2 — || α ( i _ un)v* — (1 — ̂ 6TC)
/ ;̂*α + αwnι;* — ̂ 6%'y*α ||2

^ | | a ( l - ^n)v* - (1 - un)v*a ||8 + ||awnv* - wΛv*a ||2
^ 2|| a || || 1 — un ||2 + || awwv* — unv*a ||2 ^ 2ε + || aunv* — unv*a ||2 .

Hence | |av* - v*a\\t ^ 2ε. Therefore, | |av*a* - v* ||2 ^ 2ε for aeM\
Hence || τ(v*)l - v* ||2 ^ 2ε and || τ(v)l - v ||2 ^ 2ε. Since

| τ(v)l -v\\l = τ((v* - f(5Γ)l)(t; - τ{v)

= τ(l + I r(t;) |21 - | r(v) |21 - | τ(v) |21) = (1 - | τ(v) |2) ^ 4ε2 ,

1 + 1 - |r(tθl - \Φ)\ = 2(1 - | φ ) | )

= 2 ( 1 - | τ{v) |2)/1 + I τ(v) \ ̂  8ε

Hence inf U i = 1 d(v, λl) < 3ε. This implies that Φ~ι is continuous; hence Φ
is homeomorphic. Especially, if pVn —* /Ox(s*) (vΛ e Λftt), then there is a
sequence of complex numbers (Xn) with | λn | = 1 such that d(vn, Xnl) =
\\vn — \nl Ha—*0. If (wn) is a central sequence of unitary elements in
M, then || [x, wn] ||a = || α?ww - wΛα? ||2 = || wϊxwn - x ||2 -* 0 (w -> oo) and
||w»a?n;ί — α;||s = \\x — wtxwn\\2', hence pWn—*Ά(s*). Therefore, we have
T(Λf) = C(M). This completes the proof.
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COROLLARY 7. If T(M) 5 C(M) for a ϊlrfactor M with the separable
predual, then M has outer *-automorphisms belonging to the s*-closure
of I*{M).

Now let Γ(M) be the enclosure of Γ(M) in A*(M). Since Γ{M)
is a normal subgroup of A*(ikf), I*(M) is also a normal subgroup of
A*(M). Let Π be the group of all finite permutations of all positive
integers N onto itself, and let U{Π) be the II rfactor generated by the
left regular representation; then by Theorem 4, I*(U(Π)) £ I*(U(Π)) =
A*(U{Π)). Next let G2 be the free group of two generators; then by
Theorem 5, Γ(U(G2)) = J*(C/(G2)). Moreover, it is well known that
Γ(U(G2)) £ A*(ί7(G2)). Now we shall show the following theorem.

THEOREM 8. There are three ϊlrfactors Mlf M21 M3 such that

2. I*{M2) = Γ(M2) S A*(ikf2);
3. I*(M9)£I*(MJ^A*(Mt).

PROOF. It is enough to show the 3. Let Γs = G2 (j = 1, 2, •); then
^ίΣΓ=i Θ A") is asymptotically abelian ([5]), but by Zeller-Meier's theorem
it is not inner asymptotically abelian ([8]). Let (pn) be a sequence of *-au-
tomorphisms on J7(ΣΓ=iΘΛ) such that || [^(α), 6] ||2—>0(α, be E7(ΣΓ=iΘΛ ))
Now suppose that /*(?7(ΣΓ=iθ A)) = A*(U(Σ7=ι® ΓJ)) Then for each
pnf there is a sequence of inner *-automorphisms {ζn>m} on C7(ΣΓ=i 0 Γs)
such that

Let {«< I ΐ = 1, 2, } be a subset of E7(ΣΓ=i θ A ) which is dense in
ϊ2(ΣΓ=i Θ A ) For each positive integer &, there is a positive integer
mk such that || ζπ,m(^) - ρn(xt) ||2 < I/A? for all m ^> mk and n = 1, 2, ••-,&,
i = 1, 2, ••-,&. We may assume that mk ^ mfc+1. Put 7fc = ζk,mk't then
we can easily see

|| [vk(a), b] ||2 ^ || [τfc(α) - ^(α), 6] ||, + || [ft(α), 6] ||2
±S 2|| 6 | | | | Ίk{a) - Pk(a) | | 2 + | | [pk(a), b]

This implies that C7(ΣΓ*iθΛ ) i s inner asymptotically abelian, a con-
tradiction. Hence /*(C/(ΣΓ=i θ A)) £ ^*(^(ΣΓ=i θ Λ)) On the other
hand, Γ ( t / ( Σ Γ = i θ Λ ) ) S C ( ^ ( Σ Γ = i θ Λ )) and so I*(^(ΣΓ=i θ ΛO) S
/*(ϊ/(ΣΓ-iΘΛ)) b y Theorem 6. This completes the proof.
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Finally we shall state some problems. Let Q(M) be the w*-closed
convex subset of B(M) generated by A*(M). Then it is easily seen that
Q(M) can be identified with the weakly closed convex subset of B(^)
generated by {U(ρ) \ p e A*(M)}. Under this identification, the w*-topology
on Q(M) is equivalent to the weak operator topology. Therefore, if M
has the separable predual, Q(M) is a compact metric space with the w*-
topology; hence we can apply the Choquet theory to Q(M). Therefore,
it is an interesting question to determine extreme points in Q(M). It
is clear that all *-automorphisms and all into-^isomorphisms belonging
to Q{M) are extreme. Are there other extreme points in Q(M)Ί Let
φ be a state on M and consider a positive linear mapping Ψ of M into
M as follows: Ψ(a) = <p(α)l for ae M. Then it is easily seen that Ψ
belongs to Q(M) if and only if φ — τ.

Let N be a T7*-subalgebra of M; then there is the unique canonical
conditional expectation P of M onto N such that τ(P(a)x) = τ(ax) for
aeM and xeN. If N = Mn (N' n M)'f then it is easily seen that P
belongs to Q(M). Can we conclude that P belongs to Q(M) without the
assumption N = Mf] (N' π M)"l If Q{M) contains an into-*-isomorphism,
then by the standard theory of locally convex spaces A*(M)W contains
it. Therefore, if I*(M) = A*(M), then Q(M) can not contain an into-*-
automorphism, by Theorems 5 and 6. Hence it is a quite interesting
question whether Q(M) contains an into-*-isomorphism for every Ili-factor
M.

In conclusion, we notice that much part of this paper can be ex-
tended to infinite factors with minor modifications.
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